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Empresa  Metaltirgica  Vinto,   as   a   strategic   company  of   the   Plurinational   State   of  Bolivia,
has   as   its   main   activity   the   smelting   and   ref`ining   of   tin   concentrates    from   Bolivian
state   or  private  mines   that   are   legally  established,   aligned  with   the  precepts   contained
in    this    document    and    those    established   to    ensure    the    supply   chain.    Using   different
environmentally   friendly   metallurgical   technological   processes,    to   obtain   metallic   tin
ingots  with  grade  Al  quality.
As    a    company,     we    adopt    this     "Responsible    Mining    System    Policy"     and    we    assume    the
commitment   to   comply  with  it,   convinced  that  the  quality  of  our  work,   transparency  in  our
supply   chain,    continuous    improvement,    customer   satisfaction,    health   and   safety   of   our
personnel   and   everyone   with  whom  we   interact,   conservation   and   care   of   the   environment,
as  well   as   respect   for  human  rights   are   a   fundamental  part   of  the   success   of   our   company
and  the  well-being  of  our  community.

Consequently,    we   publicly   express    the    decision    to    carry   out    our    activities   with   due
diligence  within  the   framework  of  the   following  commitments:

/    Identification,    recognition   and   mitigation   of   risks   associated   with   the   Processes
of   Extraction,   transport   and   commercialization   of  Minerals,    coming   from  the   supply
chain  of  the  Vinto  Metallurgical  Company

/    Reject   any   activity   within   the   EMV   supply   chain   regarding   the   violation   of   human
rights   in  terms  of  forced  labor,   all   forms  of  child  labor,   torture,   cruel,   inhuman,
degrading  treatment,   sexual  abuse,   and/or  violence.

/    Refrain    from    carrying    c>ut    any    action    that    directly    or    indirectly    finances    or
benefits  non-state  armed  groups.

/    Immediately   suspend   or   interrupt   the   commitment   with   the   actors   within   the   supply
chain    that    commit    crimes    against    humanity,     genocide    and/or    direct    or    indirect
support  to  armed  groups  or  public  or  private  security  forces.

/    Contribute    to    the    ef fective    elimination   of   money   laundering   when   we    identify   a
potential   risk,   as   well   as   bribery   to   governments,    for   the   extraction  of  minerals,
trade,   handling,   transport  and  export.

/   Make  this  policy  public  so  that  it  is  known  to  all  interested  parties  of  the  EMV.
/    Carry  out   the  withholding  of  mining  royalties   from  the  suppliers  of  minerals   and/or

Sn  concentrates  to  later  distribute  them  within  the  Plurinational  State  of  Bc>livia.
/    We    af f irm    our    conformity    and    colrmitment    to    adhere    to    the    principles    of    the

Extractive    Industry    Transparency    Initiative     (EITI),    which    are    detailed    in    the
following  link: (https://eiti.org/es  /documents/the-principles-of-the-.eiti) .
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